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後設/自明認知 (Metacognition)

批判性思維
(Critical 
thinking)

創造性思維
(Creative thinking)

解難思維
(Problem solving)

決策思維
(Decision making)
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辨識問
題所在

澄清問
題核心

擬定
假設

設定相
關問題

提出
意見

擬定解
決方案

選擇最
佳方案

落實
執行

監管效
能進度

結論及
評鑑

批判性
思維

歸納性思考

評鑑性思考

演繹性思考

創造性
思維解難

思維

作邏輯推斷

識別矛盾論點

利用三段論法分析

探討因果關係

分析開放性問題

類推因由

作出推斷

探討相關資訊

識別相互關係

解決有深度的問題

分辨事實與意見

辨識問題重點

審定資料的可信性

識別背後的假設

探測謬誤與偏見

評估假設的可信性

將資料分類

比較異同

洞察資料的不協調性

產生多
類意念
(變)

列出事
物屬性

產生多
項意念
(多)

產生獨
特意念
(奇)

產生精
進意念
(美)

綜合創
新重組
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Talk

Chal
k

Lesson (Classroom Teaching)



Impact (Good x 2 and bad x 2)
 Evidence
 Cartoon, Graph and data, text news



Effective Questioning skills help 
students 

1. to understand the question, ie. to paraphrase.
2. to interpret the data, numerical, graphical etc.
2. to enrich the answer, ie. to elaborate. 
3. to support the answer, ie. to give evidence.
4. to conceptualize the idea, ie. to find similarities from different 

events/ issues/ ideas and generalize the similarities with some 
terms

5. to apply LS concepts in discussions
6. to comment on other’s opinions constructively and critically.
7. to direct them to apply what they have learnt in another context.
8. to identify the conflicts or conflicts of values.
9. to give suggestions constructively.
10. to evaluate one’s own learning process 
11. to raise questions.



+ List of question words for teachers

Knowledge
Comprehens

ion
Application Analysis

Evaluation 
(according to 

set 
standards)

Creating / 
Synthesis

(IES)

List Summarize Illustrate Analyze Justify Design

Name Explain Use Compare Assess Hypothesize

Identify Interpret Interpret Contrast Evaluate Propose

Show Describe Apply Distinguish Prioritize

Define Compare Show Discuss Recommend

Recall Classify Demonstrate Examine Choose / 
Decide

State Relate Identify and 
explain

To what 
extent / how 

far do you 
agree



+
P2Q1(a)

Do you think that in 
order for China to 
increase its national 
strength, political 
stability is more 
important than 
economic 
development?  
Explain your answer. 
(10 marks)



+
Simulation

 Do you think that in order for Bruno to increase his personal 
strength, _(A)_ is more important than _(B)_? Explain your answer.

 What is the meaning of ‘personal strength’? How can we measure 
‘personal strength’?

 Both A and B can positively affect ‘personal strength’
  ‘cause and effect’

 a change in A / B can have an effect on ‘personal strength’

 ‘more important’  greater effect? More direct effect?  



+ Better simulation?

Strength 



+
Assessment requirements

 Accurate understanding on concepts:
 National strength, political stability, economic development

 Justify the relationship between national strength and political 
stability / economic development

 Compare, with clear criteria, whether political stability is more 
important than economic development

 Examples in China

 In the context of China



+
P2Q1(b)

‘China’s increasing 
participation in 
international affairs 
will facilitate world 
stability.’  To what 
extent do you agree 
with this view.  
Explain your answer. 
(10 marks)  



+
Simulation

 ‘3rd eldest sister’s increasing participation in family affairs will 
facilitate family stability.’  To what extent do you agree with this 
view.  Explain your answer. (10 marks)

 What is so special about ‘3rd eldest sister’?

 Meaning of ‘participation in family affairs’ & ‘family stability’?  
Elements of ‘family stability’?

 Is there a relationship between ‘participation in family affairs’ and 
‘family stability’



+
Assessment requirements

 Accurate understanding on the concepts”
 Participation in international affairs, world stability

  factors affecting world stability

 Justify the relationship between the two concepts

 Discuss from multiple perspectives (political, economic, 
environment, international relationship …)

 Examples of China’s participation

 In global context



+
P2Q3(a)

Evaluate the impact of night 
lighting on the quality of life 
of Hong Kong people.  Justify 
your answer. (10 marks)

‘Evaluate’  Stance

Night lighting 

Quality of life

Hong Kong Context



+
 2012P1Q1
 Describe the trends of the population statistics of 

Hong Kong shown in Figure A.

 2012P1Q2
 Identify and explain the public health risk 

highlighted in Source A. (which is a cartoon)

 Describe the features of the overage of the world 
population by some tobacco control policies and the 
features of the changes that occurred between 2008 
and 2010 as shown in Source B. (which is a table)

Data Description 
and Analysis



+

Starbucks as a case 
of economic 
globalization

17

Trial & error!



+ 18 Overall description?

 Any differences in different 
periods?

 How can you express it?

Source: http://visual.ly/starbucks-vs-mcdonalds



+

Source: http://visual.ly/starbucks-vs-mcdonalds

19

To conceptualize 
… 
To conceptualize 
… 



+

Decoding cartoons
20



+

 From the cartoon, (description of the clues).  It implies / 
represents / shows that (explanation of the message).  Also, 
(D2) which means (M2).  In short / therefore, the cartoon 
writer wants to express his views that (overall idea of the 
cartoon).



+



+  Starbucks is hiring a lot 
of part-time staff 
instead of full-time staff

• They claim that the 
REASON is that they 
can’t afford

• There are many 
Starbucks stores in 
New York City
 The business is in fact

developed well

• The staff is angry
because she thinks that
Starbucks is telling lies

They do not pay the employees 
full time salaries not because of 
poor business environment but 
OTHER REASON(S)
 to save money / welfare



+
Messages behind

“They say they can’t afford to pay us full time 

 Starbucks is hiring a lot of part-time staff instead of full-time staff

 They claim that the REASON is that they can’t afford

BUT they can afford to open 189 Starbucks in New York City!” 

 There are many Starbucks stores in New York City

 The business is in fact developed well

Angry employee:

 She thinks that Starbucks is telling lies

 They do not pay the employees full time salaries not because of poor 
business environment but OTHER REASONS

 to save money / welfare



+



+ • The poor, thin sweating
farmer is suffering…

• ‘Grande’ rock with 
Starbucks logo: heavy 
burden / pressure brought
by Starbucks’ business

• Relaxed / happy consumers 
enjoying Tall & Venti sized 
coffee inside the Starbucks
may not be aware that the 
coffee business they are 
consuming (even if it is just 
a small cup of coffee) is 
actually creating sufferings 
to coffee farmers



+
Messages behind

Poor / thin sweating coffee farmer pushing a “Grande” 
sized rock with Starbucks’ logo on it up the hill:

 Coffee farmers are suffering from heavy burden / pressure
under Starbucks’ business

 Starbucks has led to their hard life

Relaxed / happy consumers enjoying Tall & Venti sized 
coffee inside the Starbucks:

 Consumers may not be aware that the coffee business they 
are consuming (even if it is just a small cup of coffee) is 
actually creating sufferings to coffee farmers



+
Start from authentic examples

 Why did you choose ‘the restaurant’ for your lunch?
 It’s cheap.

 It’s the most delicious one.

 It’s the nearest.

 No teachers there.

 More choices of food.

What did 
you 

consider?

Cost,
Quality of food,

Convenience location,
Environment,

Choices of food

FactorsReasons



• To see some students’ works……………….



+
Sustainable Development

 Education

 People’s health

 Social harmony

 Equality among 
people in the 
society

 Safety

 Living condition

 Income

 Profits

 Costs

 Human Resources

 Employment

 Business 
Opportunities

 Ecosystem

 Natural 
environment

 Animals and plants 
diversity

 Air Quality

 Pollution

 Natural resources

categorize

NeedsNeeds Limited 
resources
Limited 

resources Allocation?Allocation? Meaning 
of S.D.

Meaning 
of S.D.



+
Clarifying the meaning of the 
terms



+
Application



+
Learning and teaching

Nature of 
the 

incident

Other 
examples



+

Similarities?

incidents?

Similarities?
Specific to 

the 
incidents?



+

In general, 
what could 

the 
government 

do?



+



+
Keep clarifying key terms



+
Raising social awareness

D. Questions‐on‐Current‐Issues‐in‐Hong‐Kong‐&‐China‐ ‐

1. The&HKSAR&issued&2&freeXtoXair&TV&licenses&to…&
i. Hong&Kong&Television&
ii. Fantastic&TV&
iii. Television&Broadcasts&Limited&
iv. HK&Television&Entertainment&Company&

A. i&and&ii.&
B. ii&and&iii.&
C. iii&and&iv.&
D. ii&and&iv.&

2. The&Legislative&Council&rejected&the&proposal&of&requesting&the&HKSAR&government&to&disclose&some&
documents&relating&to&the&issue&of&freeXtoXair&TV&licenses&under&…&

A. Code&on&Access&to&Information&
B. Legislative&Council&(Powers&and&Privileges)&Ordinance&
C. freedom&of&speech&
D. freedom&of&publication&

& &

Around 5 / 
Assignment

Around 5 / 
Examination 
 Bonus 

marks



+
What we are developing?

 Analyzing students’ scripts 
 Focus: giving examples

 P.E.E.P
 Point  Explanation  Example  Point



+

Useful 
phrases

Samples 

samples)

Samples 
scripts 
(good 

samples)



+
Our belief 

Every content teacher is a language 
teacher.

Language is thinking.

We have to teach students how to use 
language to think and to express 
themselves.

41

English for all
All for English



+

Practice makes perfect.

Are students having enough chances to 
Speak?
Write?
Read?
Listen?



Multi-dimensional:
Long-term, short-

term, direct impact, 
side-effect…

Depends on the 
modules / question 

requirement, e.g. QoL, 
identity.

Major / more 
significant / direct 

causes go first!

Problem
What had happened?

(Give a brief summary of the incident / 
issue)

Nature of the incident?
(What are their similarities? Give a group 

name to these incidents.)

What else had happened?
(Based on your own knowledge, were 

there similar incidents?)

Causes Effects 
(Potential Impacts)

Solutions

Lessen the effectsTackle the causes

Problem-solution Approach 

Multiple perspectives:
Personal & society 
level, to different 
stakeholders …



 Using information from the above sources and your own 
knowledge, suggest and explain ways to reduce the 
risk of Hong Kong people consuming rice from the 
mainland containing excessive levels of cadmium. 

Suggest  give suggestions (specific, effective, 
feasible)

Explain explain why? How?
 Explain the specific measure
 Explain why it is an effective measure (Explain how it help 

reduce the risk)
 Explain why it is feasible and explain its limitation(s)  [for 5**!]



+
Illustration

 Example 3 Ways to reduce carbon footprint

 Try Carpooling with Friends or Co-Workers

 Cars are one of the biggest creators of carbon dioxide 
gas in the air. The burning of fuel in cars and trucks and 
the emissions created as a result of this burning 
is causing global warming to increase on a daily basis.
However, by choosing to commute in larger groups 
with other individuals via a carpool, a person can 
dramatically reduce their carbon footprint on a daily 
basis. Fewer cars on the highway equal less emissions 
released into the atmosphere.Thus, carpooling is an 
earth friendly way to not only save money on gas, but 
also reduce global warming.

Clearly state the suggestion

Point out the 
cause of the 
problem

Give details 
on the 
suggestion

Explain how 
the suggestion 
help relieve 
the problem 
by tackling 
the causeMini 

conclusion

Reading



+  Example 6 Ways to raise environmental 
awareness

 Classroom Education

 Thirty percent of the world's population is under 
the age of eighteen, according to UNEP, which is 
why educating children and young adults about 
environmental problems is crucial to long-term 
success. This will help them foster a sense of 
responsibility and "proactive citizenship," so that 
when they become adults they will make choices 
that help the environment rather than harm it. 
Many schools, however, do not currently teach 
their students about environmental issues. 
Integrating environmental education into current 
science classes or teaching environmental 
science as a separate discipline is one of the best 
ways to educate children and teens about 
environmental problems, particularly if the 
classes involve some sort of "hands-on" learning, 
like starting a garden or caring for an animal.

Pointing out 
the 
significance of 
the suggestion 
and explain 
how it works

Point out the 
cause of the 
problem

Specific 
measure



Effective Questioning skills help 
students 

1. to understand the question, ie. to paraphrase.
2. to interpret the data, numerical, graphical etc.
2. to enrich the answer, ie. to elaborate. 
3. to support the answer, ie. to give evidence.
4. to conceptualize the idea, ie. to find similarities from different 

events/ issues/ ideas and generalize the similarities with some 
terms

5. to apply LS concepts in discussions
6. to comment on other’s opinions constructively and critically.
7. to direct them to apply what they have learnt in another context.
8. to identify the conflicts or conflicts of values.
9. to give suggestions constructively.
10. to evaluate one’s own learning process 
11. to raise questions.



Housewife’s choice


